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20 degrees Aquarius

The Angels of World Healing
Also known as
The Angels of

Kosirma
Beloved,

Deep personal suffering on all levels

leads to desires to heal both the self
as well as all suffering in the world.

It is deep personal wounding on all levels,
especially on emotional and physical levels,
that cause the Children of Light to seek paths for healing.

"Healer, heal thyself."
A Child of Light who is destined through inner guidance
to bring Heaven to Earth as a healer, therefore, is guided to first heal self.
In processes of self healing, skills are developed for healing others.

Even though there are many orders of healing angels,
we, the healing Angels of Kosirma,
work mightily with World Servers
who are mastering omnipotent willpower
and
corresponding divine emotions
to manifest miraculous changes on the physical plane.
Omnipotent willpower and unconditional all-encompassing love
and other divine emotions
are necessary for the type of healing in World Service that finally brings forth
Paradise for all.
We analyze the letters of ‘K-O -S-I-R-M-A’ in great detail,
to illustrate the richness and value of translating the divine virtue of each
letter in some depth.
The first letter of our name, ‘K’,
signifies the Divine Virtue of Omnipotence as an original divine virtue,
a supreme quality of the highest power imaginable.
This is the virtue of the Electrical Masculine Power of Will and Intention in
its purest qualitative form.

‘To the person who masters this virtue is revealed the all embracing power
by which he/she is able to work direct miracles in the micro-as well as the
macrocosm,
which means the inner and the outer worlds.
This virtue is manifested in the Akasha principle,
which is the principle of consciousness penetrating all,
as the highest and purest light,
which is analogous to the original fire principle.’

‘In the mental world,
this virtue corresponds to seeing the result of faith in manifest form.
As a result, any idea, any wish, will at once becomes reality in whatever plane
a person wants it realized.’
‘In the feeling body,
this virtue evokes courage,
with all its aspects such as endurance, toughness, etc. in self and others.
Any feeling of fear is removed and the instinct of self preservation is
strengthened.’
‘In the material world,
the virtue of omnipotence
evokes the faculty of being master of all terrestrial treasures.’
The second letter, umlaut O, eu, is first profound cognition brought about by
love divine,
and then becomes the divine virtue of Justice and Harmony, O.
We teach how to use infinite Will to bring these virtues into manifestation.
Umlaut O, eu,
Umlaut O is dark orange, has the musical note of D-sharp, is the element of akashic-earth which
has the sensation of weight penetrating everything.
The ovaries and testicles are formed from this virtue of the profound cognition brought about by
Love Divine.
In healing, heal the left ovary first and then the right one.
*
‘Akasha: In the principle of consciousness penetrating all,
the umlaut O oscillation evokes the most profound cognition which can only be brought about by
love divine. ‘
‘By the help of this a person gets to know all the possibilities of transformation of the spirit, all
the systems and ways serving this end,
and all knowledge concerning transformation in all other fields.
He/she is informed about everything that, deriving from the act of creation, had to pass through
all the mode of transformation to be reunited.’
A person must attain all the faculties that are offered by this profound cognition made possible
by Love Divine,
in the principle of consciousness-penetrating-all, and must make use of all possibilities,
in order to get convinced that they cannot be described by words, by must be experienced, lived
through.’
‘I have mentioned the letters umlaut A and umlaut O as the last ones in this series of exercises,
because by the help of their virtues one is able to comprehend,
from the principle of consciousness-penetrating-all, the crown of all wisdom in the micro- and
macrocosms,
from the act of creation to the present state of evolution, and even to the final development.’
*
‘Mental: Evoked in the intellect, the virtue of profound cognition brought about by love divine
gives the understanding of the transformation of ideas, virtues, etc.
by the quabbalistically pronounced word, which is a very great and comprehensive field.’
*
‘Astral/ emotional level: In the feelings, the virtue of profound cognition brought about by love
divine
develops the faculty of perfect astral projection and the mastery of all occult and magical
phenomena that have reference to transformation,
so that a person may, for instance, assume any desired vibration in the emotional body without
being recognized by other beings
and with only Divine Providence seeing through him/her.
Apart from this, a person is able to transform any emotional oscillation into the oscillation he
wants and to do the same with any element.’
*
‘Material: When mastered in the physical body, the profound cognition brought about by love
divine
leads to perfect knowledge of quabbalistic alchemy in the material world.’
‘A person is taught the true preparation and charging of the philosopher’s stone in the physical
sense.
He/she can influence, at will, any oscillation—atomic, oscillation, electronic oscillation- by
quabbalah,
and he/she is able to transform it into the oscillation desired by him/her. ‘

‘Therefore he/she perfectly masters the laws of transmutation and is able to
transform any metal into gold,
any stone into a precious stone, etc. if desired.

By the help of this virtue a person is furnished with many other faculties of
which he/she cannot even dream now
and which non-initiates would regard as absolutely impossible. ‘
*

The sound of soft O is the sound of the initiation into the original principle of divine justice.
‘ Mentally you will be able to give expression to the absolute legality of harmony in all four basic
qualities of the elements.
You will have a high power of judgement and the ability to comprehend spiritually any legality,
any interference by Divine Providence for the sake of justice.
You will never be able to condemn anyone unjustly’.

‘This will bring about the abilities to create any change in the emotional situations that you find
yourself in
and to have absolute success and happiness on all levels.’
The ability to control emotions is the ability to control the element of water and magnetism,
which is the ability to attract any situation into manifestation in the physical world.
It is also the ability to manifest anything on the physical level.
This virtue has an ultramarine blue color, the musical note of C,
and is the earth element so it has the sensation of weight.
It forms the throat and windpipe.

*
Next, letter S is all-penetrating willpower, all-power as a quantity,
[in contradiction to letter K, which represents omnipotence as a quality].
The letter K is analogous to the sun,
whereas the letter S is analogous to the light from the sun
reaching out into all space.
‘Letter S is thus the quantitative form,
in comparison to letter K with its qualitative form,
of the first original principle of the highest divine qualities.’

‘Letter S, as all-power, is to be understood substantially, whereas the K has to
be regarded as the highest divine virtue.
Someone who is able to evoke the S oscillation in the manner of the cosmic
language
gets into contact with the most subtle substance of the divine spirit, i.e.,
with the original divine fire which works as a substantial power in everything

that has been created by Divine Providence.’
‘In the mind, this virtue gives complete mastery over the electrical fluid, or
willpower.’
‘In the feeling body all-power evokes clairvoyance in its purest form in all
spheres and planes of creation.
Prophecy, by which seeing over time and space is meant, and control of all
human beings and animals is attained.’
‘In the material world this virtue gives control over consciousness,
his/her own or any other being in any sphere or level.’
This aspect of the Masculine Power of Divine Will is DIVINE INTENTION that
exists and penetrates all of space,
inwardly and outwardly.
Controlling the quantitative aspect of Willpower by aligning individual will
with Divine Will
ignites change from within creation itself.
This occurs as complete conviction on ALL levels of consciousness is brought
into awareness within all beings
by a person in the deepest Delta brainwave state.
In the act of healing, the WILL TO LIVE ACCORDING TO THE HIGHEST GOOD
OF ALL
is activated in this Delta brainwave level of Pure Being both within the healer
and the persons that are being healed.
Then ideas of the original purity and perfection of life are activated in the
Theta brainwave level of deep inner thought.
Flowing feelings of UNCONDITIONAL LOVE are restored in the Alpha
brainwave level of emotion.
The experience and sensations of PERFECT PHYSICAL LIFE are restored in the
Beta brainwave level
of memory, logic, linear thinking, and the five senses.
Here is a meditation, an aspect of the letter ‘S’, to “see”
through all time and space, to experience all-pervasive consciousness:
In meditation, imagine doubling yourself in size to be twice as big as you
presently are.
Then imagine yourself twice as big again,
then twice as big again, on and on,
expanding infinitely larger into all universes throughout all of space.
At every passage point, if any danger is felt,
choose love instead of fear
and continue to double yourself to infinity.
Do this until you feel a “pop”.
In another meditation
imagine yourself becoming half your size,
then half again,
on and on getting infinitely smaller and smaller,
contracting to atomic levels and on to the smallest to infinity.
Do this until you feel a “pop”.
At another time imagine yourself being in tomorrow,
then in a week from now,
a year, ten years, a hundred years,
on and on infinitely through time into the future forever.
Do this until you feel the “pop” that lets you know that every cell in the brain
has been enlivened.
[The slight "POP" that some people experience is like an eggshell breaking.
This ‘pop’ lets you know that protective barriers of fear are breached,
and every single cell in your brain is activated.]
Another time see yourself going back a few minutes,
then into yesterday, a week ago, a year, ten years, a hundred years,

on and on into the past until forever.
If ever you feel blocked at any point in these exercises,
use The Law of One combined with Will and Love to pass easily through.
THERE IS NO LIMIT to infinity.
ANY LIMIT THAT ARISES IN INFINITY IS A TEST THAT CAN BE PASSED BY WILL
AND LOVE.
Masculine All-Power is carefully choreographed with the Virtue of Cause and
Effect,
which is letter ‘I’. Cause originates from the higher polarity of the akasha,
the principle of consciousness-penetrating-all, in the unified field,
and flows into will, visualization, mind, feeling, and sensations.
"As above, so below".

‘In the mind this virtue is analogous to memory, remembrance and conscience.
All faculties regarding memory and conscience in self and others is mastered.
A person is able to enliven everything and thus master it.’
‘In the feelings the understanding and mastery of cause and effect gives
control over the connecting link
between the material body and the emotions,
which is the so-called principle of life.
By the help of this virtue, breath is mastered and therefore life and death.
‘The law of cause and effect corresponds to all laws of analogies between the
micro-and the macrocosm,
or between a person’s self and the whole universe.’
Mastery over weight, measure, space, and number is attained so that anything
can be created on the physical plane.

Next comes the virtue of absolute freedom and independence to follow inner
guidance,
the letter ‘R’.
Exuberant emotions of complete freedom and independence arise from
following inner guidance
with spiritual maturity and unity with Divine Consciousness.
Flowing emotions of freedom and independence are then followed by
meditating on the power of feelings themselves.
Feelings and emotions create magnetism,
the Divine Feminine Power.
Emotions are the Divine Virtue of the letter M Mastering this virtue gives
complete control over emotions,
flowing, change, and fluidity, both in self and others.
Flowing emotions,
when healed and attuned to divine qualities,
give a Child of Light oneness with the unconditional love that sustains life.
It gives power to charge anything with Divine Love and Life, including all
liquids, such as blood,.
World Servers are healers that understand feelings and the water element
and the fact that both emotions and water
stay pure and clean by flowing freely.
They are comfortable with their own and other people’s emotions and know
how to let them flow, how to heal them,
and how to purify them in a safe and nondestructive way.

They understand and master fluidity and therefore magnetism.
Positive divine feelings are created in self and others.
These wonderful feelings stimulate healing.
They FLUSH long suppressed and stored painful feelings up and out
so they can flow in the presence of love and empathy and therefore heal.
As they are flushed, the painful feelings are allowed to flow freely, safely, and
non-destructively
in an atmosphere of unconditional love.
The Divine Feminine Power then magnetizes perfect physical healing.
It is fascinating to watch as negative emotions heal, because inharmonious
negative ideas associated with them
spontaneously change into positive life affirming ideas.
With emotional flowing, ideas such as,
"I’m little and I can’t protect myself,” or " People cannot be trusted,"
will turn into ideas such as ,
"I am big and strong. I am walking in the footsteps of the Masters. With Divine
Guidance I can take care of myself.
When people are healed, they are magnificent divine manifestations of The
One Being.
I can be one with all life everywhere and I, too, can bring healing and
enlightenment to the World.", etc.
As feelings heal, the ideas and beliefs associated with them heal.
This changes both the World Server ’s self identity and the self identity of
those he/she heals.
Identity shifts from being a victim to being an Omnipotent all loving Child of
Light.
True ideas that are healthy and in alignment with divine wisdom, are
necessary for health on all levels.
As people are healed and enlightened, they enlighten the astral plane, the
mental plane, and the unified field in time and space.
For this reason, each person on Earth is being healed by all the beings and
powers of Heaven on every level.
“When one is helped, all are helped.”

M…’ In the akasha principle, which is the principle of consciousness-penetrating-all,
this is the virtue of the original water principle by which Divine Providence has created water in
all its forms of existence,
i.e., in its original principle, the principle of fluidity, up to is realization in the material world.’
‘In the mental world this virtue manifests as life, feeling, and sensation, and by mastering it
a person is given the mental faculty of becoming perfect master of his feelings, sensations and life
spirit.
This faculty also enables him/her to penetrate into the life, feelings and sensations of any other
person with his/her own consciousness,
and to study and master them.’
‘In the feeling world, or astral, the virtue of fluidity helps a person comprehend and master the
fluid emotional element in all spheres of action in the emotional world.
At the same time, a person thereby becomes absolute master of the pure magnetic fluid,
which is analogous to the water element,

which is to say that the magnetic fluid originates from this principle of fluidity.’
‘On the material level the virtue of fluidity bestows on a person the power of controlling the fluid
principle in the whole world, i.e., in the micro-as well as in the macrocosm.
Not only is a person able to comprehend, with his/her consciousness, everything fluid in its original
principle, but he/she is also made absolute master of it.
This faculty, when acquired by this virtue, also makes him/her master of the magnetic fluid and of
everything that is connected with it.
Thus, for instance, he/she may, if desired, control the laws of gravitation, and many other things.’
The color is the most lovely blue green imaginable.
The musical note is D.
It has the sensation of coolness and chill and the abdomen is formed from it.

*
Sacred teachings are being restored to the Children of Light to make this
happen.
The healing of Earth is happening from within at the same time it is
happening from the outer.
All of this sums up to the last letters of our name; first the [soft A] virtue of
Wisdom and Enlightenment
and then the understanding and mastery of life and death and
transformation, umlaut A, ae.
A…This is the sound of the divine virtue of highest wisdom and enlightenment.
‘ This sound [soft as in a sigh—ahhhhh] and virtue is an initiation into the highest wisdom and the
purity of all ideas.
This has as a fundamental feature the enlightened mind. Reasoning, perception, the cognition of
the most profound truths,
highest knowledge, high intelligence,
and the arousing of all intellectual faculties are expressed.
Musical gifts, eloquence, poetic talent, and clairvoyance, clairaudience,
the art of levitation, and the control of the air element and its beings
are all aroused by meditating on this virtue.
On the physical plane the command of the beings of the air, control over storms,
are all made possible by initiation into the highest wisdom.’
The color of wisdom and enlightenment is light blue, the musical note is G,
the element is air so it has the sensation of ease, and the lungs are formed from it.
*
[Long A]’The realization of wishes regarding physical matter is subjected to this virtue.’
The sound of this letter, the long "A",ae, in the cosmic language ‘ is the virtue of the origin and
mystery of life and death
regarding their transformation.
By meditating on this virtue, a child of God becomes convinced that in reality death does not exist,
for the so-called death is only a transformation from one state into another’.
‘Also will come enlightenment on the cause of this transformation.
With this comes the ability to master all negative spiritual beings in all spheres and planes with
regard to their scope of action’.
‘ The purpose for which negative beings have been created becomes clear.
Since, in the original principle all beings are alike,
each having been created by Divine Providence to fulfill a certain task,
there is no dissimulation of negative beings, for from the enlightened person’s point of view
everything is pure.
Here the saying: "to the pure one everything is pure" becomes plain.
If there were no negative beings, it would be impossible to distinguish between good and evil;
and if there were no passions, there would also be no virtues’.
‘ This virtue confirms the words contained in the Bible: "through night to light", the deep symbolic
meaning of which now becomes clear.’
In the intellect the ability is gained to ‘ see through all thoughts, actions and wishes concerning
matter,
and of becoming their absolute master’.
‘In the feelings, this virtue represents desires, passions, and the inclination to self-satisfaction etc.
A person who masters this virtue in their feelings becomes absolute master and ruler of all desires
and passions.
Also, a person is able to not cling to mental, emotional, and material virtues and objects.
This means complete independence and freedom and fulfills the saying "bind yourself and you will
be free".
‘On the material level this virtue is one of the most materialized.
No matter whether you evoke it in the mind, the emotions, the akasha, or the material world,
the earth is influenced by it to a larger extent
The ability to infuse matter with divine virtues is heightened.’
The color of this virtue is loamy brown. The musical note is C.
The element is earth so it has the sensation of weight. The anus is formed from this virtue.
*

‘These virtues cure diseases which up to the present have been regarded as
incurable.’

A world server can be guided to visualize that a whole pool of water is
vibrating with these Divine Virtues
so that everyone swimming there is healed.
Wines and beverages may be charged in this way, or any other liquids or
substances.
We inspire people to permeate medicines with the energy of these divine
virtues.
In addition, depending on the unique variations of people who are being
healed,
we inspire various cosmic language recipes for alchemically permeating
medicines.
Names of heavenly hosts are formulas for consciousness and transformation,
for the spiritualization of matter.
These names have been passed down through the ancient teachings since the
Prime Beginning.
They are meditation formulas on the divine virtues that bring about particular
mystical changes on energy continuums.
There is no guesswork on how to affect any change or condition in The Unified
Field,
for the names of the heavenly hosts are maps as old as time itself.
By mastering the divine virtues associated with the letters of our name, all
diseases are curable, as fate allows.
MIRACLES

Kosirma
K…Omnipotence as a pure quality.
*

Profound cognition brought about by love divine [umlaut O, eu].
*
O…Divine Justice and Harmony.
S…All penetrating power.
*
I…Cause and effect.
*
R…Freedom and independence to follow inner guidance.
*
M…Feeling, emotion, fluidity, magnetism.
*

A…Wisdom and enlightenment, soft A
Life and death and the power of transformation, umlaut A, ae
*
MIRACLES
**********************************

HOW TO MEDITATE ON THE DIVINE VIRTUES
Each letter has a color, a meaning, emotions, a sound, a musical note, a
sensation,
and a part of the body temple that was created by it.
Meditating is done on four levels of awareness.
It is done with pure being united with Divine Being and all creation
and strong will- Delta brainwaves with visualization, concentration on
deep inner thought and
concepts- Theta brainwaves, flowing divine emotions- Alpha brainwaves,

and memory, logic, and five sense perception- Beta brainwaves.
These four brainwave patterns develop naturally from the moment of
conception on,
therefore, the deeper ones are energized through
reclaiming and identifying your present self with your younger selves of
the past.
Delta becomes dominant in the period from conception through infancy.
Theta is dominant through childhood. Alpha is dominant in adolescence.
Beta is dominant from puberty on.
The idea is to visualize the color of the divine virtue from a deep
Delta state of pure being and unity with Divine Being and all creation.
This is the most important step, and corresponds to the eye and
omnipotent will for the highest good of all.
It corresponds to the infant state.
“Ye must be as little children to enter the kingdom of heaven.”
Next contemplate deeply on the meanings of the divine virtue, which
occur in Theta brainwaves of deep inner thought.
This deep inner thought corresponds to the state of being a little child.
Next feel the emotions of the divine virtue, which occurs in the Alpha
brainwaves of feelings and flowing.
emotional flowing was dominant when you were an adolescent.
Remember how you felt emotions so strongly in this time of your life.
As you flow with these divine emotions, when
you ‘speak’ the letter, tone it to the musical note of the divine virtue
AND FEEL EMOTIONS FLOWING WITH THE SOUND.
This can be done inwardly in the imagination,
when meditating, to activate the virtue on the astral plane or out loud
for purposes of blessing the physical plane.
Finally, imagine the sensation of the divine virtue.
The sensation is determined by its element.
Fire is expansion and heat, air is ease, water is chill, and earth is the
five senses, especially weight.
This activates the Beta brainwave of the five senses, memory and logic
of the adult self.
When you first begin this procedure, go into your imagination and see
your infinite pure being that is one with Divine Being and all creation
become located in time and space as a tiny dot in your own solar plexus,
which is the region of the akashic element of consciousnesspenetrating-all.
Visualize the color of the divine virtue
shining from a tiny sun in the region of its element and filling the entire
region.
Meditate on the meanings of the divine virtue. Flow with
the emotions of the divine virtue.Then imagine the sensation of the
divine virtue’s element.
Take this meditation and impregnate the organ that corresponds to the
virtue, or even the entire body or whatever inner guidance so directs at
the time.
With the out breath see this radiance passing through the pores of the
skin over the virtue’s organ and filling something in the outer universe
according to inner guidance.
With the in breath see this radiance coming
back into the body through these same pores.

Keep the rhythm of the breath natural at all times, and dissolve the
light in the body when you
are finished so that the elements of the body do not become over
stimulated or out of balance.
Here is a description of the five elements with their meaning, sensation
and body regions.
THE FIVE ELEMENTS
The Akasha element is the pre-matter of all creation. It has the
sensation of consciousness-penetrating-all, and is everywhere.
The region corresponding to this element is located in the midriff
region.

The Fire element is will and electricity. It has the sensation of warmth
and expansion, and is located in the head region. Electric power is
increased through aligning individual will with Divine Will for the
highest good of all concerned. Will activates Delta brainwaves of Pure
Being.
The Air element is mind and thought. It has the sensation of ease and
relaxation and is located in the lung area.
The Water element is magnetism, feeling, emotion, psychic sensitivity,
flowing, fluidity and change. It has the sensation of coolness, which
turns to chill. It is located in the abdomen, seen as a hollow space.
Magnetic power is increased through aligning individual emotions with
Divine Emotions. Next is Alpha brainwaves of emotion. Emotion
and magnetism attracts realities into physical expression. Divine
Emotions attract Paradise, and Heaven on Earth.
The Earth element is physical form. It has the sensation of weight and is
located in the leg region.
As long as you persist in your meditations, the heavenly hosts will not
fail when you ask for help.
"Ask and ye shall receive."
"Knock and it shall be opened unto you."
MIRACLES

MIRACLES

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions: Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from THE PRACTICE
OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany. These books have very important
information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book, "Frabato the Magician",
gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher from notes written by Franz
Bardon.
Feel free to share these messages.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation, and is the supreme Law over all laws in all
dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are healed.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
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